
X OFFSHore
A truly dedicated offshore vessel has got to be
one of the toughest challenges any boat
designer can ever undertake.

When Tim Stessl began the hunt to find an
offshore vessel for the X series, he already
knew what he wanted, “I love the ride handling
of the classic time proven designs”. The X
Series team will just improve upon them using
modern day building techniques and materials
that simply weren’t available to the original
designers. 

By completely doing away with wood and using
various different composites we are able to
significantly lighten the weight of the vessel
above the water line and increase the glass and
resin weights below the waterline. What you
end up with is the same exceptional proven
ride, a stronger hull and most importantly a
lower centre of gravity.   The benefits of a
lower centre of gravity on the modern boat
with all its electronic wizardry should not be
underestimated.  

The X Serries internal designs are flexible,
They come standard with a full flat floor and
sealed deck and enclosed battery
compartment. However, should you wish to
customise the vessel to suit your fishing style
we can accommodate you. 

Casting platform modules with water proof
hatches, live bait tanks, rear steps electric
motor mount brackets can all be added. 

Anchor well (flow coated inside)

Front storage/cast deck and flow

coated inside and Foam Flotation

under deck

S/S anchor well drain 

1x S/S bow eye in Bow

2x S/S tow eyes in transom

1 X large bung in transom

Rear storage/cast deck &

motorwell

Large centre console & hydrolic

steering system

Floor fitted and 2 part closed cell

foam under 

 Flowcoat with non-skid finish on

floor and smooth inside sides of

boat

5 year structural warranty on hull

No wood = no rot

Rod storage racks under sid decks

4 x stainless steel rod holders

Side pockes inside decks

110LT fuel tank

Electric kit - nav/anchor lights,

bilge pump, switch panel

STANDARD FEATURES

X-OFFSHORE
5.30M SOLID GRP HULL

SPECS
Beam - 2.35m O/A

Length - 5.30m

Internal Freeboard - 700mm

Weight - 700kg approx

People - 5
Max HP - 115

Shaft - X Long 25"



CONTACT US
 

PH: 0429 680 504
 

EMAIL: SALES@MAKOCRAFT.COM.AU
 

MAKOCRAFT 
6/7-9 ACTIVITY CRESCENT

MOLENDINAR QLD 4214
 

WWW.MAKOCRAFT.COM.AU/X-SERIES

OPTIONAL FEATURES
Side Console

EVA Flooring (Seadeck)

Duel Battery Set Up

Live Well/Bait Tank

Tee-Top with canvas top

S/S Delux Bait Board

Starboard side transom step and

S/S ladder

Deck Wash

Electric Motor Bracket

S/S Bow Roller

Centre console leaning post/seat

70L Icey Tek ice box to suit centre

console leaning post

Upgrade to 200L under floor fuel

tank

STABLE, DRY HULL 
VARIABLE DEADRISE DEEP V

38-19°
WIDE BEAM 

RAZOR SHARP ENTRY
CAROLINA STYLE FLARED BOW

HIGHLIGHTS


